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SAMPLE REPORT

INTRODUCTION

Bridge is a model developed by Alex Galofré and Ferran Ramon-Cortés that identifies 4 basic relational
styles. Everyone has part of each of the four styles, but we don´t express them to the same degree.
Each person has a preferred style which is the one primarily used in their relationships.

This report helps you discover your preferred style. Each style has effective and ineffective relational
characteristics. Knowing and understanding the characteristics of your personal style allows you to
identify strengths and areas to develop in order to enhance your relations and communication with other
relational styles.

The four basic relational styles evolve from the Rational-Emotional and Reflective-Active approaches,
and we have identified them metaphorically with the 4 elements of nature:

Earth: Rational Reflective.
Fire: Rational Active.
Air: Emotional Active.
Water: Emotional Reflective.

Bridge is a tool that:

* Identifies your primary and secondary basic relational style

* Identifies the percentage for each of the four styles

* Is based on on-going research carried out with more than 6000 people
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BRIDGE SUMMARY

This is your position in the style map reflecting your primary style:

The dot reflects your exact position on the style map.

The closer the dot is to one of the four external corners in the map, the more pure your style.

You will be demonstrating a more mixed style if the dot is closer to one of the axes, or to the center of
the map.

Preference for living in a tangible and demonstrable reality. Formal
and independent style.

Preference for organizing projects and leading people and making
things happen. Fast and clever style.

Preference for creating a harmonious atmosphere, cares about the
feelings of others. Sensitive and friendly style.

Preference for cooperating with others, sees life as being full of
possibilities. Flexible and enthusiastic style.
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PERCENTAGES

These are the percentages of each of the relational styles:

Your primary style is Water

This is the style that you tend to use the most. If this style is the only one above the line in the graph, it
is clearly a predominant style in you.

Water style searches for harmony in relationships. Strengths are sensitivity, serenity and patience.
Water is a style that listens, is protective and welcoming. Water style can be seen as indecisive,
insecure, conformist or dependable. This style usually needs to develop self-confidence and courage.

Your secondary style is Air

This is your secondary style, which can complement your primary style. If this style is above the line, it is
a style that you probably use in combination with your primary style depending on the person and/or the
context.

Air style searches for connection with others. Strengths are enthusiasm, spontaneity and
expressiveness. Socially proactive, optimistic and very persuasive. A person with air preference can be
seen as excessive, protagonist, harried, disperse or changeable. This style needs to develop listening
skills and not depending on others´opinion.
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WATER 44%

The style Water is warm, caring, loyal and considerate. If this is your primary style, in general you have a
tendency to let others initiate the approach. You prefer not to call attention to yourself, and in
relationships you tend to be very respectful, seeking to establish a harmonious atmosphere and the
wellbeing of everyone.

Usually you are interested in having lasting relationships, not imposing your ideas, being polite and kind
to others and trying to understand the other before sharing your opinion.

Added value of the style Water
You seek the understanding of others
You prioritize the fact that people are content
You are flexible and adaptable to many types of people
You have a clear idea about how to achieve the common good
You care about what happens to people around you
You remember details about others that are important to them
You are humble and calm in the way you interact with people
You can put up with a lot to achieve peace and harmony in relationships
You easily perceive the emotional needs of others
You demonstrate with actions and deeds your genuine interest in people
You value close relationships, being selective from the start
You intuitively understand the complexity of human relationships
You recognize the work of others from the value of their personal contribution

Ineffective use of the style Water
For fear of confrontation you often avoid conflicts
You can complain and feel victimized when others do not take you into account
You may be insecure about holding onto your point of view
You may avoid situations in which you need to take an objective and impersonal decision
You can have difficulty meeting deadlines
You may take personally the actions, decisions, or comments of others
You can be overlooked, and your opinions not heard
You may hold back and leave too much space for others, and then feel that they are not listening to

you
You can get blocked when confronted, and not be able to maintain a constructive discussion
You can be too critical of yourself, and feel unappreciated by others

Basic characteristics
Patient, a listener, thoughtful, prudent, conscientious, empathetic, flexible, deep, friendly and

cooperative

You can be seen as
Reserved and hard to get to know
Sensitive
Calm and helpful
Tolerant

And specifically by

Sentimental Fragile Considerate Slow

Soft Indecisive Empathetic Dull
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AIR 28%

The style Air is sociable, friendly, enthusiastic and energetic. He or she is a lover of life and people. If
this is your primary style, in general you have a tendency to initial relations warmly, even with
strangers. You will use your charm and personal connection to establish a relationship that is attractive
and interesting, and you will prefer to interact with others in person.

You are generally greatly interested in people and socialize a lot, and will tend to build bridges with
people, creating opportunities for a relationship.

Added value of the style Air
You see possibilities in all things and people
You quickly offer support, help and recognition
You are a catalyst for the development of social groups
You have a lot of energy and many different interests
You appreciate depth in important relationships
You are a good team player, and you encourage cooperation
You easily create consensus among different people
You combine fun and responsibility in equal measure
You make new alternatives possible by being open to diversity and taking on new challenges
You bring excitement and enthusiasm to groups and relationships
You create on the fly, improvising from experience
You have an optimistic view of things that encourages others

Ineffective use of the style Air
You can get distracted easily and lose track of what is important
You may forget to be objective and make decisions only based on people
You can be overly sensitive to criticism, and doubt your competence
You can talk too much, and not let others say anything
You can be too impulsive and exhaust others with your intensity
You may not pay enough attention to detail
You may break the rules too easily
You may not base your opinions or decisions on logical criteria
You may not carry out many ideas due to lack of focus, and be inconsistent
You can be too concerned about getting recognition from others

Basic characteristics
Sociable, expressive, persuasive, enthusiastic, creative, curious, vital, spontaneous, versatile, and fun

You can be seen as
Over-sensitive
Changeable, without a clear sense of

direction
Sloppy
Pleasant, imaginative
Energetic

And specifically by

Theatrical Lack of focus Precipitate Flexible

Snake-oil
salesman

Smooth talker Nervous Exciting
person
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EARTH 19%

The style Earth is practical, realistic, analytical and reserved. If this is your primary style, in general you
have a tendency to initiate relationships in a formal, polite and discreet way. You will use logic and
objectivity, and you will usually be specific in your message. You will base your approach on detailed
information and will prefer a style of written communication.

In general you are more interested in ideas than in social interaction and have a great sense of
responsibility as well as a high degree of personal loyalty once a relationship is established.

Added value of the style Earth
You contribute critical judgment to conversations
You prevent possible future problems through questioning
You reflect on things thus avoiding showing your hand too hastily
You bring objectivity to situations, often putting your finger on the problem
You express yourself formally and respectfully in your environment
You transform arguments into discussions with a logical tone
You assess the real risks to take into account possible future difficulties
You specify and summarize the most important points after an open discussion
You bring clarity in situations of dispersion by making precise points
You generate critical debate from the standpoint of objectivity
You give time to others so that they can speak and give their opinion
You base your arguments on the explanation of relevant facts
You make an assessment that helps others get to the heart of the issues

Ineffective use of the style Earth
You can ignore relational or emotional needs of others, focusing more on the task than on people
You may not be aware of your impact on others
You have a tendency not to respond to requests for connection or approaches from others
You can find it difficult to find the way to communicate your ideas to make them understandable
You can be cynical or sarcastic
Your critical ability can be taken to the extreme, and make you a negative critic
You can have a tendency to stay on the sidelines in some social situations
You can be overly critical with those who do not get your ideas or vision
You may have difficulty trusting others to do the job properly
You can be too formal, giving an impression of coldness
People may feel that you value your data more than their feelings

Basic characteristics
Calm, practical, prudent, realistic, systematic, logical, analytical, formal, reasonable, clear

You can be seen as
Independent and solitary
Skeptical, cutting and inflexible
Reserved and analytical
Discrete
Trustworthy

And specifically by

Judicious Slow Distant Negative

Realistic Rigid Not very
involved

Small-minded
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FIRE 9%

The style Fire is fast, witty, practical and firm. If this is your primary style, in general you have a
tendency to initiate relationships in a direct, energetic and determined way with a message that is
typically clear and short. Generally you base your approach on your judgment and tend toward a direct
style of communication.

Usually you are focused on solving issues, you have a penchant for achieving your goals quickly, and
you act to resolve issues efficiently.

Added value of the style Fire
You act vigorously and quickly to resolve all types of situations
A strategist and administrator, you lead people and organize projects to make things happen
You interact effectively when others assume their responsibility
You focus on achieving what you propose
You quickly assume the management and leadership of what is being proposed
You say things directly and bluntly
You stamp your energy on the things you propose and say
You quickly move to test decisions
You are brave about proposing ideas and challenges
You challenge the ideas of others, hoping they will defend them to build and develop them
You have verbal facility and are quick to reach practical conclusions from things
You promote new initiatives, ideas and projects

Ineffective use of the style Fire
You may wound people by focusing on results more than individual and/or emotional needs
You can be too impersonal in the way you relate to others
You can be too challenging
You may not be aware of the impact of your communication on others
You can be too directive, ordering without listening to others
You can be combative, aggressive and even cutting
You can be brusque in your way of expressing things
You may not realize the most immediate needs of others
You may not take into consideration details that others are providing
You can be impatient with those who are slower than you at communicating

Basic characteristics
Fast, clever, frank, resolute, realistic, practical, active, direct, secure and enterprising

You can be seen as
Independent, firm and defiant
Arrogant, a know-it-all
Rigid and authoritarian
Fair and objective
Enterprising

And specifically by

Hasty Determined Crude Bossy

Giving orders
for no reason

Resolved Arrogant Aggressive
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Tips for relating to each style

To relate to Earth
Prepare carefully beforehand, and take things in writing
Slow down when speaking
Control your enthusiasm and non-verbal expressiveness
Provide factual evidence clearly
Be thorough in your explanations
Ask questions to find out what relevant data can be important for the other person
Present extensive and detailed information
Permit the other person to analyze all aspects of a topic
Avoid excessive physical closeness
Deal seriously with the issues that are important
Respect their routines

To relate to Fire
Be direct and determined
Speed up your speech
Focus on the essence of things
Get to the point, avoiding preambles and tangents
Do not take their very direct style personally
Orient towards the solution when presenting an issue
Be transparent and firm in your stance
Keep the conversation away from emotional expressions
Let them lead the conversation
Remember the goal and do not prolong the conversation unnecessarily

To relate to Water
Allow enough time for the conversation
Reduce directness by asking more than telling
Listen with patience and at their pace
Do not press for answers right away
Be very aware of your impact
Seek solutions in which you bear their contribution in mind
Appreciate their contribution
Ask for their opinion, and allow time for their response
Be patient to relate to their pace

To relate to Air
Recognize their ideas and creativity
Be flexible and open in conversation
Do not try to settle things before a period of exploration
Get involved personally and do not remain in the role of observer
Use visual codes in communication
Avoid routines
Come with enthusiasm and openness
Avoid excessive details
After a conversation help them identify the key points
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